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Jurassic park evolution ps4 trophy guide

Congratulations! Now you can proudly call yourself john hammond's heir. Achieving a 5 star island rating on each island in Las Cinco MuertesTo get 5 stars on each island is no big deal if you just follow the steps below. Here's a step-by-step walk-in of what to do to get a 5 star island rating on any island:

Start with 3-4 Struthiomimus as they are a low-cost dinosaur, they don't require much food and will attract guests even when it's modified is below 100K each, also apply the upgrade success rate on all 3 slots in the Hammond Creation Lab. Always make a Ranger Station as one of the first things (upgrade
the building with team, also apply the Success Rate upgrade on all 3 slots in the Hammond Creation Lab. Always make a Ranger Station as one of the first things (upgrade the building with team with team. Schedule so they can do 5 things before returning to base and add 2 more teams when you have
the money for it) as you need to replenish food for the dinosaurs. Always take the plant with higher capacity (upgrade it with 2 Stoppage protection and 3 improved output if it is a large plant, if it is small or medium simply make sure that the risk of power outage from the improved output is reduced by
stoppage protection to 0%) that way, you don't have to tear down a smaller plant later and replace it. Also use the large substation when unlocking it. Always remember to check your power plant when you build something new that needs power, if you are starting to lack power just build a new plant, apply
the upgrades and connect it to the power grid. On some islands like Isla Pena and Isla Sorna you will have tornadoes from time to time, and Isla Muerta will have some bad weather for, but without tornadoes, then build and energize the Storm Defense Station around your buildings so you can minimize
the damage of the storm and help your guests feel a little safer. Build an Expedition Center and upgrade it with Dig Yield and Dig Speed and keep sending excavation teams. Build a Fossil Center and apply the Research Speed and Inventory Space upgrades, so you can search the DNA of the fossils and
complete all the genomes in each dinosaur and in the meantime sell all the fossils you can't use and make money fast and easy in that way. Build a Research Center, apply search speed upgrades and search cost to the building so you can research upgrades and cures for diseases. Release low-budget
dinosaurs like Edmontosaurus as it's also cheap. Make sure you have enough feeders for all your dinosaurs. Drop dinosaurs until you feel it's enough of a cap for income, just don't go below 1 million and with dinosaurs, as long as you keep your comfort needs in mind. Remember to build emergency
shelters, viewing gallery (Gyrostation and take the expensive option and charge double for it when you unlock it), hotels and shops for your guests. With stores always take the most expensive item and charge twice through it, also make sure you build the shops in attractive places like near dinosaur
enclosures and so on. Keep checking facility classification and build build your park needs for satisfaction. Build a monorail station (when you unlocked it) and make sure the trails pass through the enclosures so that traveling guests can see the dinosaurs. Now you should start thinking of a new enclosure
for carnivores or herbivores with low population numbers. Now you can start thinking bigger about dinosaurs, or launch a large-audience herbivore like diplodoco or a carnivore like ceratosaurus. If you choose Ceratosaurus to make two and if you can afford it, pair it with smaller carnivores like
Dilophosaurus. Make sure once again that they have food, also make sure if it is a carnivore you choose to make, the best cabinet is an Electric Cabinet as it will feel uncomfortable when a storm comes and try to get out. Make sure you have emergency shelters that reach every corner of where your
guests are and have storm defense stations that cover your buildings. If you don't have enough stars in the dinosaur classification, just keep adding different dinosaurs and make sure to meet your needs. At this stage you must have a lot of money. Build what you need from your guest, get 5 stars in the
Facilities Rating, or come back and check the stores you already have and if they're full of guests add managers to stores so you can house more customers. You can actually go to an island where you already have a lot of money and send digging teams. This island will pay for dna extraction. Also, if you
strive to get the last half star in the Rating facility just go and close the park by the entrance and reopen it a few minutes later and you should get it. Get as many contracts as you can, because sometimes it's a good way to make money. Get the missions out of the way as quickly as possible as it's a big
increase in the money you get from it, and it will usually help you rank on the Island anyway. Here's a look at how it should be when you have a 5-star rating. Unlock all ingen database entries in the gameThis is probably the last trophy you'll receive, but that said, most if not all of them will unlock when you
go to Isla Nublar for 4.5 stars island so your best bet is to do the following: Get at least 50% genome for all dinosaurs to unlock data on all Dinosaurs. Search each excavation site to unlock data on all excavation and paleontology sites. Search all traces in the Research Center to unlock data about all
Genes. Complete all missions on each Island, as well as get 5 stars on the first 5 islands and 4.5 stars in Isla Nublar (See how you did it?) to unlock data in Locations &amp; Characters. Take all at the maximum level on each island to unlock data in Memos in the Archive. Search all diseases from the
Research Center to unlock disease data. Place dinosaurs on different islands, let the Carnivores eat people, take pictures of dinosaurs, build different buildings and sell different things from their stores (like Barbasol to unlock Dennis Nedry) - this will data in Locations &amp; Characters. Here's the full list
of all unlocks and how to get them (credit to the Official Jurassic World Evolution Wiki and Yangchuanosaurus): LINK - Some of the Character unlock and Location information is very wrong on the Wiki, so use the link below for these sections. LINK Please note that you only need the Data in the main
game because the DLC material does not count. Take a picture worth more than $100000To take a picture you have to go to Ranger Station and select a ranger team. Drive manually and press to enter the camera and press to take the picture as soon as the fight begins. If you want, you can also do it in
Isla Nublar. You have to have a bit of luck for that to happen though, watch the video for a reference on how to do it. You can combine this trophy with this very dangerous territory or learn where it fits into the food chain. Video guide to unlock Isla Nublar you have to get a total rating of 5 in Isla
Matanceros. Did you see how you did that? for tips and tricks on how to get a 5 star rating on each island. It houses at least 50 living dinosaurs on a single islandThis trophy can be easily won once you unlock Isla Nublar. You can unlock Isla Nublar by getting a 5-star rating on Isla Matanceros. For more
information about unlocking Isla Nublar, see how you did it? Island Nublar is a sandbox island, which means you have unlimited money. Just build a power plant and some Hammond Breeding Labs, and keep releasing dinosaurs until you reach 50 on the Island. Release at least one of each dinosaur
genre in the gameSimply incubate and release all dinosaurs from the game. If you want, you can go to Isla Nublar and release one of each dinosaur here as you have unlimited money. Here is the list of dinosaurs you can get: Ankylosaurus Apatosaurus Brachiosaurus Camarasaurus Ceratosaurus
Chasmosaurus Chungkingosaurus Corythosaurus Deinonychus Dilophosauruus Diplodocus Dracorex Edmontosaurus Gallimimus Gigantosaurus Gigantsaurus Huayangosaurus Indominus Rex Kentrosaurus Maiasura Mamenchisaurus Metricanthosaurus Muttaburrasaurus Nodosaurus
Pachycephalosaurus Parasaurolophus Pentaceratops Polacanthus Sauropelta Spinosaurus Stegosaurus Struthiomimus Torosaurus Triceratops Tsintaosaurus Tyran Anuosaurus Rex Velociraptor Here are the extra dinosaurs if you bought the deluxe edition : Archaeornithomimus Crichtonsaurus
Majungasaurus Styracosaurus Suchomimus Here are the extra dinosaurs from the Patch of the Fallen Kingdom : Allotaur Baryonyx Carnotaurus Indoraptor Sinoceratops Stygimoloch Complete All Missions: Science On Each Island you have the option to complete missions. All you have to do is keep
taking contracts from a specific division. In this case it is the Science Division, and the are nothing out of the ordinary. It can even force you to research a certain trait or get 85% genome for a specific dinosaur. Simply complete all science division missions on each island. Complete all missions: missions:
Each island you have the option to complete missions. All you have to do is keep taking contracts from a specific division. In this case it's the Security Division, and the missions are nothing out of the ordinary. It can even force you to research a certain trait or get 85% genome for a specific dinosaur.
Simply complete all security division missions on all islands. Complete All Missions: Entertainment On each island you have the option to complete missions. All you have to do is keep taking contracts from a specific division. In this case it's the Entertainment Division, and the missions are nothing out of
the ordinary. It can even force you to research a certain trait or get 85% genome for a specific dinosaur: simply complete all entertainment division missions on each island. Reassuring a dinosaur at a distance of at least 125mThe first thing you need to do is build an ACU Center (you can build this
building early in the game). Once done, either highlight the building or press to enter the acu helicopter menu. Select the option to pilot it manually and go to the cabinet with the dinosaur you want to reassure. The easiest way to achieve this is to fly high in the air by pressing and pressing when you get
high enough, to take out the rifle. It is recommended that you shoot a Triceratops that is grazing, as they tend to move very slowly and is a fairly large target. Video guide to unlock Isla Sorna you have to get a total rating of 3 in Isla Pena. Did you see how you did that? for tips and tricks on how to get a 5
star rating on each island. To unlock Isla Muerta you have to get a total rating of 3 in Isla Matanceros. Did you see how you did that? for tips and tricks on how to get a 5 star rating on each island. To unlock Isla Tacano you have to get a total rating of 3 in Isla Muerta. Did you see how you did that? for tips
and tricks on how to get a 5 star rating on each island. To unlock Isla Pena you have to get a total rating of 3 in Isla Tacano. Did you see how you did that? for tips and tricks on how to get a 5 star rating on each island. Achieve maximum scientific reputation on an islandTo unlock this trophy, all you have
to do is keep taking contracts from Dr. Kajal Dua until the science bar (the green) in the left corner is filled all the way. To get contracts, you have to get into Island Management by pressing and going to contracts. Then request the contract and choose the scientific division. Keep in mind that even if you
only have to do it once for this trophy, you will have to do it on all the islands for me to read your book. Achieve maximum security reputation on an islandTo unlock this trophy all you need to do is picking up contracts from Geroge Lambert until the Security bar (the orange) in the left corner is filled all the
way. To pick up contracts you have to go to Island Management pressing and go to contracts. Then request the contract and choose the Division. Keep in mind that even if you only have to do it once for this trophy, you will have to do it on all the islands for me to read your book. Achieve the ultimate
reputation for entertainment on an islandTo unlock this trophy all you need to do is keep picking up Isaac Clement contracts until the entertainment bar (in the blue) in the left corner is filled all the way there. To pick up contracts you have to go to Island Management pressing and go to contracts. Then
request a contract and choose the entertainment division. Keep in mind that even if you only have to do it once for this trophy, you will have to do it on all the islands for me to read your book. Manually tranquilize a dinosaur with the ACU helicopter To get this trophy all you have to do is build an ACU
Center, see Shoooot heeer! on how to get on the ACU helicopter. Once you fly it, fly to a place where you have a dinosaur. Once you feel confident you can shoot him, just press and shoot the dinosaur of your choice. The bigger the dinosaur, the more shots it needs. Once you are completely reassured,
you will receive this trophy. Manually medice a sick dinosaur with the Ranger TeamTo get this trophy you will first have to build a Ranger Station (you can build this building early in the game). Once done, either highlight the building or press to enter the Ranger Team menu. Select to drive the Ranger
Team manually. Then drive to the sick dinosaur and press to take out the rifle. Now you just have to shoot the sick dinosaur. Once the bar is filled at the bottom of the screen is healed and you will receive this trophy. You will receive an on-screen notification when a dinosaur is sick, take care of it quickly
so that the disease does not spread. Video guide Add a task to an ACU or Ranger TeamAll you have to do for this trophy is to add a task to an ACU helicopter (See Shoooot her!) or a Ranger Team (See Tenacious) on when you can build both buildings. To select an ACU helicopter, simply press and
select the ACU helicopter add a task such as reassuring a dinosaur or pressing and selecting a Ranger Team and adding a task to it as a feeder fill. Once you give the command, you will receive this trophy. Video Guide Manually Fix a building with Team RangerOn the second Island, Isla Muerta, you can
get this trophy early on. All you need to do is select a Ranger Team (see the Tenacious on how to manually drive the Ranger Teams vehicle). Drive the Jeep to a building or fence that needs repairs and press to repair it. Video guide To search for an item you have to first build a Search Center. Highlight
for Research Center or press enter the Island Management. From here go to the penultimate tab pressing or . Once there, choose one of the things you can search for and start the search, about the upgrade of your choice. As soon as the search is done, you will receive this trophy. In story missions you
will have to search for a specific, specific item, either way you're going to get it. Complete a 100% genome To fill a 100% genome you will have to send excavation teams around the world and find fossils. So you have to extract dna from the fossils. Once you have extracted enough dna for a dinosaur and
the genome reaches 100%, you will receive an in-game notification and receive this trophy. To send excavation teams you have to build an Expedition Center, then press to enter the menu and go to the Expedition Map (looks like a globe). To extract the DNA you have to build a Fossil Center, then press
to enter the menu and go to Fossils (looks like a triceratops skull). Then press the fossils you found and the extraction will begin. Keep sending the excavation teams and extracting the DNA until you get a 100% genome. The image below is how you can see the progress of the genome. Add an upgrade
to a buildingOnce you searched for an item for a building (say, improved output 1.0 for power plants), just go to a Power Station building and press to enter the building upgrade menu. Just apply it and you get the trophy. For information about searching for an item, see You are the best mind. Video Guide
Manually Run a photo with the ACUA helicopter first thing you have to do for this trophy is build an ACU Center, see Shoooot heeer! for information on how to manually fly the Helicopter. Fly to a dinosaur and press to take out the rifle. Just shoot a dinosaur in the head. Do this with a big, slow dinosaur like
the Triceratops, as they rarely move for much, also their heads are too big. Video Guide Manually reassures a dinosaur while it is fighting another dinosaurFira you have to build an ACU Center, see Shoooot heeer! on how to manually pilot the ACU helicopter. Just drop a Triceratops into the carnivorous
enclosure. It is recommended that you modify the genome in both Triceratops and carnivores. To modify the genome you first have to research the genes of traces, see You are the superior mind if you do not know how to research an item. So get as close to a 100% genome as possible to apply more
traces in the genome to your dinosaurs. Now go to the Hammond Breeding Lab and find the dinosaur you want to modify and press, go for as aggressive a trace as possible. Once you have your two dinosaurs modified in the same enclosure, take the ACU helicopter and fly over to the enclosure. Wait for
them to fight and just throw it at one of the dinosaurs. Once you do this you will receive this trophy. Video Guide Manually reassures a dinosaur while it is runningFirst you have to build an ACU Center, see Shoooot heeer! on how to manually pilot the ACU helicopter. All you have Do is shoot a dinosaur
that is running. You will probably achieve this on the first island, as you have to shoot a dinosaur in the story missions. If you can't, just release a dinosaur and keep trying until you do. Manually drive a total distance of 25km in the Self-explanatory team vehicle. First you have to build a Ranger Station, see
Tenacious on how to get into the Ranger Team vehicle. Drive the Ranger Team vehicle at full speed for 5 consecutive secondsFirst you have to build a Ranger Station. See tenacious on how to get into the Ranger Team vehicle. Now select a Ranger Team and drive the vehicle at high speed for 5
seconds. It is recommended that you find a straight line and floor. After 5 seconds at full speed you will unlock this trophy and a skin for your Jeep. Power Slip video guide with Ranger Team vehicle for 3 seconds (within a 5-second window)First you have to build a Ranger Station. See tenacious on how to
get into the Ranger Team vehicle. Just drive the jeep yourself. Drive straight, reach maximum speed and press to make a power slide. Just do this for 3 seconds within a 5-second window. Video Guide Get 5 seconds of air time with the Ranger Team vehicle (within a 20-second window)First you have to
build a Ranger Station. See tenacious on how to get into the Ranger Team vehicle. Drive to the first enclosure in Isla Matanceros and drive through the hills for air time. Once you have 5 seconds of air time within a 20-second window you will receive this trophy. Video Guide This is the first trophy you will
receive. All you have to do is release a dinosaur, which is your first task in history. To free a dinosaur you have to go to the Hammond Breeding Laboratory and incubate a dinosaur - in this case it is the Struthiomius. Once the incubation is done, you will receive a notification, just go back to the Creative
Lab once more and release it. Release a genetically modified dinosaurto modify the genome you first have to research the genes of the feature. You see, you are the best minds for information on how to search. So get as close to a 100% genome as possible to apply more traces in the genome to your
dinosaurs. See Fill the holes to complete the code if you are in doubt about how to complete the genome. Then go to the Hammond Breeding Lab and find the dinosaur you want to modify and press. Now then just apply the features you want and incubate it. See life finds a way to incubate a dinosaur. As
soon as you release the dinosaur, you'll get this trophy. Release a modified dinosaur that has more than 150 AttackTo make mom very angry all you have to do is modify your T-Rex so that it gets at least 150 in attack, see Nothing in the Jurassic World is natural for information on how to modify a
dinosaur. Here's what you can put on your T-Rex to get this trophy: Resilience: Immune Response 2.0 Defense: Aggressive 2.0 Attack: Tooth Hardness 3.0 Attack 2: Tooth Hardness 3.0 Defense 3.0 Defense 2: Repair intetes 1.0 Life: Immune Response 2.0 Attack 3: Tooth hardness 3.0 If you put this on
your T-Rex will have 165 in attack when you incubate and release it. If you're in doubt about how to get the T-Rex, see Follow the screams!. You can get the genome for Tyrannosaurus Rex when you start in the Third Third Isla Tacano. To get the genome for Tyrannosaurus Rex you will have to send
excavation teams, see Fill in the holes and complete the code for information on how to complete a genome. When the excavation teams come back with the fossils you'll have to extract dna from the fossils. Once you reach 50% of the genome you can incubate a Tyrannosaurus Rex and release it, see
Life finds a way to incubate a dinosaur. As soon as it is released, you will receive this trophy. Video guide You can get the genome for Velociraptor when you start on the second island, Isla Muerta. To get the genome for Velociraptor you will have to send excavation teams, see Fill in the holes and
complete the code for information on how to complete a genome. When the excavation teams come back with the fossils you'll have to extract dna from the fossils. Once you reach 50% of the genome you can incubate a Velociraptor and release it, see Life finds a way to incubate a dinosaur. As soon as it
is released, you will receive this trophy. Video guide You can get the genome for the Triceratops when you start on the first island, Isla Matanceros. To get the genome for the Triceratops you will have to send excavation teams, see Fill the holes and complete the code for information on how to complete a
genome. When the excavation teams come back with the fossils you'll have to extract dna from the fossils. Once you reach 50% of the genome you can incubate a Triceratops and release it, see life finds a way to incubate a dinosaur. As soon as it is released, you will receive this trophy. Video guide You
can get the genome for Dilophosaurus when you start on the second island, Isla Muerta. To get the genome for Dilophosaurus you will have to send excavation teams, see Fill the holes and complete the code to get information on how to complete a genome. When the excavation teams come back with
the fossils you'll have to extract dna from the fossils. Once you reach 50% of the genome you can incubate a Dilophosaurus and release it, see life finds a way to incubate a dinosaur. As soon as it is released, you will receive this trophy. Video Guide You can get the genome for the Saresaurus when you
start on the fifth island, Isla Sorna. To get the genome to the Stosaurus you will have to send excavation teams, see Fill in the holes and complete the code for information on how to complete a genome. When the excavation teams come back with the fossils you'll have to extract dna from the fossils.
Once you reach 50% of the genome you can incubate a Stosaurus and release it, see Life finds a way to incubate a dinosaur. As soon as it is released, you will receive this trophy. Video Guide You can get the genome for Stegosaurus when you start on the fifth island, Isla Sorna. To get the genome for
Stegosaurus you will have to send teams of see Fill in the holes and complete the code for information on how to complete a genome. When the excavation teams come back with the fossils you'll have to extract dna from the fossils. Once you beat 50% genome you can can a Stegosaurus and release it,
see life finds a way to incubate a dinosaur. As soon as it is released, you will receive this trophy. Video guide You can get the genome for Gallimimus when you start on the third island, Isla Tacano. To get the genome for Gallimimus you will have to send excavation teams, see Fill in the holes and
complete the code for information on how to complete a genome. When the excavation teams come back with the fossils you will have to extract dna from the fossils, once you reach 50% of the genome you can incubate a Gallimimus and release it, see Life finds a way to incubate a dinosaur. As soon as
it is released, you will receive this trophy. Video guide You can get the genome for brachiosaur when you start on the third island, Isla Tacano. To get the genome for the Brachiosaur you will have to send excavation teams, see Fill in the holes and complete the code for information on how to complete a
genome. When the excavation teams come back with the fossils you'll have to extract dna from the fossils. Once you reach 50% of the genome you can incubate a Brachiosaurus and release it, see life finds a way to incubate a dinosaur. As soon as it is released, you will receive this trophy. Video Guide
To unlock the Indominus Rex, you have to take the genome to 100% for Velociraptor &amp; T-Rex and have 4 Research Centers. To see how to complete a genome, take a look at Fill in the holes to complete the code. Once you've done that, you'll have to go to a Research Center and search for it, see
You're the top mind for information on how to search. After researching the Indominus Rex, incubating and releasing it, see life finds a way to incubate a dinosaur. For information on when you can unlock Velociraptor and T-Rex, please see Clever girl &amp; Follow the screams!. Video Guide Photograph
a Spinosaurus fighting a T-RexTo get this trophy you first have to incubate and release a Spinosaurus and a T-Rex, see Life finds a way to get information on how to incubate a dinosaur. Put them in the same enclosure and wait for them to fight each other. When you do, be ready with Team Ranger, see
Tenacious for information on how to manually drive the vehicle. Take a picture of the two dinosaurs fighting each other, see a kind of biological preservation for information on how to take a photo. For information on when you can get the T-Rex and the Shavenosaurus, please see Follow the screams! and
a superpredator. Shoot an Indominus Rex fighting a T-RexTo get this trophy you first have to incubate and release an Indominus Rex and a T-Rex, see life finds a way to get information on how to incubate a dinosaur. Put them in the same enclosure and wait for them to fight each other. When you do, be
ready with Team Ranger, see for information on how to manually drive the vehicle. Take a picture of the two dinosaurs fighting each other, see a kind of biological preservation for information on how to take the photo. For information on when you can unlock unlock Indominus Rex &amp; the T-Rex,
please see Who is not dinosaur and Follow the screams!. Video Guide Take a photograph worth more than $30000See A kind of biological preservation for a way to get the two trophies out of the way. Shoot a T-Rex hunting a GallimimusTo get this trophy you will have to take a picture of a T-Rex hunting
a Gallimimus. First you have to incubate both in the Hammond Breeding Laboratory and free them both in the same enclosure, see life finds a way to see how to incubate a dinosaur. Go to a Ranger Team, see Tenacious for information on how to manually drive the vehicle. Make sure you have the
camera ready, see A kind of biological preservation for information on how to use the camera. As soon as T-Rex starts hunting the Gallimimus take a picture of him, if done right you'll get this trophy. For information on when you can get the T-Rex &amp; the Gallimimus, please see Follow the screams!
&amp; Flocking this way. Video Guide Shoots two Velociraptors socializingTo get this trophy you will have to take a picture of a group of socialization of Velociraptor. Go to a Ranger Team, see Tenacious for information on how to manually drive the vehicle. Go to the velociraptor enclosure and have the
camera ready, see A kind of biological preservation for information on how to use the camera. Follow the raptor around and once they start socializing take a picture, if done right you will receive this trophy. For information on when you can get Velociraptor, please see Clever Girl. Video Guide Photograph
a carnivore attacking a visitorTo get this trophy you will have to take a picture of a carnivore attacking its visitors. To get a carnivore to attack the visitors you will have to release it. You can drop the dinosaur by removing the enclosure or moving the dinosaur out of the enclosure, and into the open sky, see
Shoooot heeer! for information on how to reassure a dinosaur. Once he's out on his rampage, just select the Ranger Team, see Tenacious for information on how to manually drive the vehicle. Follow the carnivore of your choice and have the camera ready, see A kind of biological preservation for
information on how to use the camera. Once you attack your visitors take a picture of it, if done right you will receive this trophy. Video Guide Photograph a herbivore attacking visitorsTo get this trophy you will have to take a picture of a herbivore attacking its visitors. To get a herbivore to attack visitors
you will have to neglect it, for example, making the fence way to small, giving you lots of forest or no forest at all and so on. Once out of your comfort zone simply drop it and select the Ranger Team, see Tenacious for information on how to drive the vehicle. Follow the herbivore of your choice and have
the camera ready, see A kind of biological preservation for information on how to use the camera. Once you attack your visitors take a picture of it, if done right you will receive this trophy. You can get this trophy at the beginning of a story story with the security division if you want. Shoot a T-Rex eating
'live bait' to pick up this trophy all you have to do is take a picture of a T-Rex eating a live animal. You'll need to do the following: First you'll need to get a T-Rex (See follow the screams! if you don't know when you can get the T-Rex). Now you'll need to incubate it (See Life finds a way to get information
on how to incubate a dinosaur). So you just build a Live Feeder. Then select a Ranger Team (see tenacious for information on how to manually drive the vehicle). Go to the T-Rex enclosure and wait for T-Rex to attack the goat. Take off your camera (see a kind of biological preservation for information on
how to use the camera). As soon as you take the picture this trophy will burst. Video Guide
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